Panel Session Proposal – Submission Guidelines

Submission Deadline – 10th December 2018

Panel sessions are invited that relate to the following conference topics:

• Societal drivers, dynamics, and outcomes of energy systems change (including social, economic, cultural, or political aspects)
• Public perspectives on and responses to new energy technologies
• Innovations in energy and electricity markets and policy
• Changing landscapes and geographies of energy production, transport, and consumption
• The social practices of energy use, demand, and behavior
• Historical and social analyses of transitions
• Cities, urban energy systems, and urban form and function
• New models of governance and democracy
• Geopolitics of energy transformations
• The energy-poverty nexus, including questions of ethics, justice, and inequality in energy systems change
• Energy innovation and sustainable development
• Enduring and changing relationships of energy, gender, and race

Panel sessions should include no more than 4 abstracts and should be submitted for review by 10th December 2018.

How to submit a Panel Session Proposal:

1. Panel Session organizers should ask their collaborators to submit their abstracts via the abstract submission system: https://elsevier.conference-services.net/authorlogin.asp?conferencelID=4279&language=en-uk

2. Authors should select the option for ‘Panel Session’ from the drop-down list of themes that describe their submission

3. Authors should give the unique abstract ID generated by their submission to the Panel Session organizer

4. The Panel Session organizer should complete the Panel Session Proposal Form and submit it to the email address listed at the bottom of the form

5. Panel Session organizers will be notified of the outcome on 18th February 2019